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Several summers ago, Langermann (Hebrew University, Jerusalem) found a 
treatise in a Hebrew manuscript dealing with the relationships between the five 
regular polyhedra. According to the colophon, the text was translated from the 
Arabic, but the contents and style clearly indicated a Greek original. Hogendijk 
later came across an Arabic treatise on the polyhedra in a manuscript in Utrecht 
(Netherlands). Both Langermann and Hogendijk communicated their finds to 
Professor G. J. Toomer (Providence), who then pointed out that there is a close 
connection between the two texts, though they are not identical. Langermann and 
Hogendijk agreed at once to collaborate in publishing this important find. The 
purpose of this note is to announce the discovery and to give a brief, preliminary 
description of the texts. 
The Hebrew version is found in Oxford, Bodley Heb. d. 4 [Neubauer & Cowley 
1906, 189, No. 27731, 181a-187b, 189a-195b, 199a-b. Most of the text was trans- 
lated by Kalonymos b. Kalonymos in 1309. Two of the theorems were later 
translated by Kalonymos Todros, who found a leaf missing from the Arabic text 
used by his predecessor. There is a total of some 34 propositions. No figures are 
provided, 
The Arabic version is called “Book XV” in a revision of the Elements of Euclid 
in ms. Utrecht 1440, formerly Or. 21 (see Sezgin [1974, 114 No. 521, Voorhoeve 
[1980, 3921, and Tiele [1887, 3401 the ms. is dated 1287). The end of this Arabic 
revision does not correspond to the Greek: “Book XIII” and “Book XIV” in the 
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revision more or less correspond to Book XIII and Book XV in the Greek; “Book 
XV” in the revision is related to, but contains much more than, the Greek Book 
XIV, written by Hypsicles. Several leaves of the Utrecht ms. are missing, includ- 
ing the leaf which contained propositions 13 and 14 and part of propositions 12 and 
15 of this “Book XV.” Recently, however, Professor G. de Young (North Easton, 
Mass.) kindly sent us the Arabic text of ms. Oxford, Bodl. Or. 448 [Sezgin 1974, 
114 No. 501, which appears to be identical to the Utrecht manuscript. From this 
Oxford manuscript we learn that the author of the revision of the Elements, whose 
name is missing in the Utrecht ms., is Muhyi al-Din al-Maghribi (thus Nos. 50 and 
52 in Sezgin [1974, 1141 are identical). 
The order of the theorems is quite different in the Hebrew and Arabic versions. 
Several theorems given as lemmas in the Arabic are treated as separate proposi- 
tions in the Hebrew. Moreover, different proofs for the same proposition may be 
found in the two versions. 
According to Langermann, the Hebrew version represents the Greek original, 
through some as yet undiscovered Arabic intermediary. Its unique significance 
lies in the introduction and several parenthetical remarks on the part of the author. 
In particular, in the introduction reference is made to one Seneclunus or Mesen- 
clunus (Neubauer reads this as Simplicius; see also the very brief discussion in 
Steinschneider [1897, 771 =[Steinschneider 1964, 1231) as the person who revised 
Apollonius’ treatise on the dodecahedron and the icosahedron. According to Hy- 
psicles’ introduction to Book XIV of the Elements, this redaction was carried out 
by Basilides of Tyre and Hypsicles’ father. Moreover, in several of the proposi- 
tions two proofs are given: one attributed to Apollonius and another, said to be 
easier for students, ascribed to the author. 
The Arabic version is slightly more comprehensive. One considers the five 
regular polyhedra inscribed in equal spheres and one geometrically constructs five 
sets of five line segments in the ratio of (1) the edges, (2) the distances between the 
centers of the spheres and the faces of the polyhedra, (3) the surface areas, (4) the 
areas of the individual faces, and (5) the volumes, respectively. The Hebrew 
version produces results for (2), (3), and (5) only. 
We would be interested in knowing whether the reader is aware of the existence 
of any other related manuscript material. 
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